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These Foolproof Photo Editing Apps Will Turn You Into a
Selfie Pro

 by PERRIE SAMOTIN
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S elfies are here to stay—so why hasn’t anyone come up with a smartphone camera that delivers a

perfect-looking picture every time? I mean, we live in a world where our phones can instantly

download music, track how many steps we take every day, and pretty much give us any nugget of

information we could ever ask for—yet most of our devices still deliver sub-par pics. Luckily,

technology has given us some of the best photo editing apps so we can feel like pros without spending

a lot of money or time.
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e best selfie apps help us look like we’ve photographed ourselves always in the best lighting, blurs

our imperfections, and can even refresh our face the morning after a late night of partying.

If you’re on the hunt for a great selfie editor app, you’re not alone—according to a survey by TruePic in

May 2017, 64 percent of the adults polled admitted to editing their pics prior to posting them. Five

percent of them admitted to eliminating and/or modifying problem areas such as blemishes, dark

circles, red eyes, while 15 percent edited their pics to feel better about themselves.

at said, here’s a complete guide to the best ones.
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is Google-sponsored app brings a full-scale editing suite to your fingertips, with 29 tools and filters

as well as the ability to open JPGs and raw files. Use this to take your selfies or vacation posts to the

next level.
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Photo: VSCO.

VSCO
Who doesn’t use VSCO by now? If you aren’t, you’ll quickly become obsessed. is free app does

more than edit your pics; you can also take pics directly in VSCO, edit video and even emulate film

with its advanced presets. You can also upgrade to the VSCO X membership experience for

$19.99/year to unlock even more editing tools.
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Photo: Retrica.

Retrica
Want more filters? You got it with Retrica, which has over 100 filters to choose from. Plus, you can see

them in real time before you even take your selfie. is free app also captures live video and can create

GIFs, has collage options, and has plenty of fun stickers.
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Photo: Photo Wonder.

Photo Wonder

is slick free app— which currently has over 100 million users in 218 counties—pretty much does it

all. e range of tools are plentiful, and includes “slimify,” “blemish fix,” and “make-up.” Plus, there’s a

cool collage function, and you can select various backgrounds and frames. It’s also worth noting that it

gets excellent reviews on iTunes.
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Photo: Facetune.

Facetune

is app helps you fake perfect skin: smooth creases and wrinkles, even out skin tone, erase zits, create

an overall more flattering visage with a few simple swipes. It also offers a reshape feature that allows

you to make yourself look taller and slimmer, if you’re into that sort of thing. Like most good things,

perfection comes at a cost—this app clocks in at $3.99.
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Photo: Visage.

 Visage

After uploading your selfie, this free app will instantly apply skin makeup, eye makeup, teeth

whitening, shine removal, and smooth out your wrinkles–all in about 10 seconds. e final result

might appear a bit too airbrushed and doll-like for some, but your skin will never look smoother.
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CreamCam

CreamCam

Another skin-perfecting app, CreamCam—which is free—uses swipe functions to

tweak imperfections like pimples, shine, flyaway hairs, uneven skin tone and shine. e app has two

editing features: brightness and blur, both of which can be customized on a sliding scale of zero to 100

percent.
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Photo: YouCam Perfect.

YouCam Perfect
is free app promises to brighten tired eyes, remove blemishes, smooth wrinkles, and slim your face

for perfect selfies with just one-touch.
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Photo: AirBrush.

AirBrush

AirBrush is a free app that’ll help give you flawless-looking skin, remove coffee stains, adjust the angle

at which the photo was taken (so you can show off your best side), and even add a few inches to your

height. Technology is great, isn’t it?
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Photo: Perfect365.

Perfect365

Perfect365 is a free app that allows you to apply makeup, enhance your skin and eyebrow color, and

whiten your teeth with separate tools. Naturally, after gussying up your selfies, the app lets you post the

results to your social channels.
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Photo: PicLab.

PicLab

is app is more about adding fun text and effects to your photos, but it also features ways to improve

the actual photo, as well. If you upgrade to PicLab HD, you’ll have access to icLab HD features full

layer-based editing and also packs plenty of tools for making your original photo look its best, with

loads of lighting and film effects to choose from as well as preset photo filters and adjustment tools for

fine tuning the brightness, contrast, exposure, saturation, and the blur level of your photos.
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Photo: TouchRetouch.

TouchRetouch

Literally remove unwanted elements of any photo with this game-changing app that costs $1.99.

Currently, this app is only available for Apple devices.
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· 21 Sep

Reply · Share

CyanBullhorn

Hi

· 24 Sep, 2018

Reply · Share

PurpleButton

I highly recommend MIKU for those who want a photo editor app where you can just 
send them the photo through your phone and ask for whatever changes you want. You 
can check them out at www.miku.company.

· 4 Sep, 2018

Reply · Share

PurpleCarrot

i like face tune

· 15 Aug, 2017 ·

Reply · Share

grahamnt Edited

Most photo editor program are looking better to those  who would want to improve and 
achieve a quality photo. Like me, I use a PhotoViewerPro for my sel�e. You may want to 
try it also.

· 25 Dec, 2016

Reply · Share

OrangeBox

Nothing for android?

· 15 Feb, 2016

Reply · Share

Jana

If you are after a good image editor for mobile my strong recommendation is PicsArt 
moble app. It is packed with all the necessary tools and photo �lters to create really 
trending edits from   artistic sel�es  to stunning exposure landscapes.  Download mobile 
photo editor  and start creating awesome art.
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Whoa—Selena Gomez’s Hair Is the Longest It’s Even Been

 by ELIZABETH DENTON

    0

Photo: SHUTTERSTOCK.

W hile everyone and their mother is talking about Selena Gomez’s new song “Lose You To Love

Me” and it possibly being about ex Justin Bieber (and then, um, Hailey Bieber’s possible

message to Gomez), all I can think about is Gomez’s new long hair. She stepped out in Los Angeles

today looking gorgeous and confident with waist-length waves that look natural and fresh. e past

few years, Gomez has stayed in the lob club with what feels like the rest of Hollywood but in honor of

her new song, she’s making a change.

Of course, we’ve seen Gomez with long hair before but it’s usually temporary for red carpet

appearances or music videos. After the event, the extensions are often removed and she’s back to her

flirty, short ‘do. I’ve gone on record to say her bob haircut is my favorite of all Gomez’s looks but there’s
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HAIR EXTENSIONS, LONG HAIR, SELENA GOMEZ

something about these new photos that show she’s really feeling herself And confidence goes a long

way.

Gomez also has long wavy hair in her new video for “Lose You To Love Me.” e song is making

waves (no pun intended) for its lyrics that may or may not be able Justin Bieber. “ank you all for

standing by my side through the highs and lows,” she wrote on Instagram. “I couldn’t do it without

you all and I can’t wait to start my next adventure with you. 🖤 Lose You To Love Me is out now.”

View this post on Instagram

Thank you all for standing by my side through the highs and lows. I couldn’t do it without you all
and I can’t wait to start my next adventure with you. 🖤 Lose You To Love Me is out now.
#ShotOniPhone

A post shared by Selena Gomez (@selenagomez) on Oct 22, 2019 at 9:01pm PDT

We don’t know if Gomez will keep the length or go back to her trendy bob but for now, we’re feeling

2019 Selena. Head over to Just Jared to see the photos.
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